EUROPEAN GRADUATE SCHOOL FOUNDATION
EUROPÄISCHE UNIVERSITÄT FÜR INTERDISZIPLINÄRE STUDIEN

The President of the

European Graduate School
on the nomination of the Senate of the two Divisions of the European Graduate School and
with the approval of the Board of Directors of the European Graduate School
Foundation, does hereby confer upon

Dr. Heinz Killias
the title of

HONORARY PROFESSOR EGS
The award of Honorary Professor EGS is given for participating in outstanding ways in the
development of higher education at EGS. Dr. Killias, our Finance-Director and member of the
executive staff of EGS, since 2007, also served since 1996 on the board of the preceding
foundation EGIS. He is appreciated as a distinguished leader, who is committed to the
continuity and economic health of our academic institution. With great diligence and
extensive experience in consulting Organizations and international affairs he helped to
establish solid administrative structures.
Dr Killias’ merits are manifold. Let’s mention some, the reorganization of our finances,
academic and financial certifications and re-certification of the school. He even acted as a
publisher, for the mission of Expressive Arts and fought for the cause of the Arts in general.
He is not only a physicist, a scientist, a Jungian psychoanalyst, a wine grower and a master of
numbers, but in particular a man who has the courage to stand in the middle of a burning issue
and take command with tireless dedication, until the fire is under productive control. It is due
to the conditions he established that EGS is economically standing on a solid foundation and
that all of the program-directors can fulfill their tasks with enthusiasm and responsibility.
With gratitude we wish Dr. Killias the best of health and a prosperous life for his 75 Birthday.
The title of Honorary Professor of the European Graduate School is hereby given in
accordance with Article 5b of our Ranking Regulation.
The European Graduate School, Saas Fee, Switzerland, July 2011

Prof. em. Dr.h.c. P. J. Knill Ph.D.
President

